Are laboratories adequate?

- Definitely no: 2%
- Definitely yes: 43%
- More no than yes: 31%
- More yes than no: 18%
- Not scheduled: 6%

Are teaching facilities adequate?

- Definitely no: 1%
- Definitely yes: 52%
- More no than yes: 42%
- More yes than no: 5%
Is the library adequate?

- Definitely no: 3%
- Definitely yes: 46%
- More no than yes: 43%
- More yes than no: 8%

Is the overall organization (course timetable, exams, etc.) of classes in this quarter/semester acceptable?

- Definitely no: 0%
- Definitely yes: 48%
- More no than yes: 6%
- More yes than no: 46%

Overall, are you satisfied with the courses offered within this quarter/semester?

- Definitely no: 0%
- Definitely yes: 54%
- More no than yes: 0%
- More yes than no: 46%
Are lecture halls adequate?
- Definitely no: 2%
- Definitely yes: 55%
- More no than yes: 37%
- More yes than no: 6%

Are student halls adequate?
- Definitely no: 2%
- Definitely yes: 52%
- More no than yes: 40%
- More yes than no: 6%

Are you satisfied with the help provided by the student office?
- Definitely no: 3%
- Definitely yes: 52%
- More no than yes: 39%
- More yes than no: 6%
Is the overall lecture timetable well organized for this quarter/semester?

- Definitely no: 8%
- Definitely yes: 52%
- More no than yes: 40%
- More yes than no: 0%

Is/Was the overall study load in this quarter/semester acceptable?

- Definitely no: 5%
- Definitely yes: 49%
- More no than yes: 46%
- More yes than no: 0%